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Abstract -- We face threats from virus, hacker, electronic eavesdropper, and electronic deceiver in the network 
environment. The safety issue is truly important. The growth of the computer and network system make the 
organizations and personal users to depend on the information that circulate in these systems more and more. 
For the reason, we must protect the data and resources from leak and insure the reliability of data and 
information. Besides, the system can be protected well when it is suffered any attacks from networks.  

Not only people start to care about the network security level where they use credit cards to order they 
want but also they have the idea about the network security.[1] The most well-known and the most extensive 
applied public key cryptosystem RSA is submitted by Rivet, Shamir and Adelman [2]. Its safety is based on the 
difficulty of the factorization of big integer. The problem of factorization of big integer is a well-known 
difficult mathematical question. Up to now, less valid system is mentioned to solve the problem. Therefore, the 
algorithm of RSA can insure the safety. For the sake of the security of RSA, the bit of key is always in the 
advance. The more key length will cause the speed of encryption and decryption to decline. Besides, the 
hardware will become more and more difficult to be accepted. This phenomenon brings very heavy load for 
RSA applications. For proceeding the large number of safe transactions on E-Commerce also will encounter the 
same problems. In Elliptic Curve Cryptology, its bytes are less than RSA (Rivest-Shamir-Adleman). It can let 
computer performance and network transmission become good and fast. Although the next generation protocol 
modifies from IPv4 and applies to IPSEC, it is not perfect in network security. The unit of IP Security Protocol 
can’t coexist with the unit of IPv6 protocol service when IPv6 packets pass IPv4 protocol and Network Address 
Transfer’s field. For those weaknesses, one will discuss Elliptic Curve Cryptology how to translate in IPv6 
protocol and compare the performance of Elliptic Curve Cryptology and RSA in IPv6 protocol. 
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1  INTRODUCTION 
    Since the Internet is popular, some services 
also start to transfer toward the Internet. Some risks 
about the Internet will be following. Computer 

cryptology its goal for protects using of the several 
materials, It has provided the data confidentiality, 
data integrity, authentication, and nonrepudiation. 
Although, at present the Internet reached an 
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agreement uses the RSA and the SSL. For RSA and 
SSL, packages are too huge to send to the other’s 
computer. This action makes servers operation to 
decrease and the network transmission speed slows 
down. Other wise, Internet Protocol Address are 
enough. In 1990, Internet Engineering Task Force 
（IETF）have been noticed this problem. In 1995, 

they start to draft the protocol about Next 
Generation Protocol – Internet Protocol Version 6. 
Some countries in the world estimate IPv4 address 
will be used up in 2011. When the time comes, 
IPv4 will be replaced by IPv6. IPv6 has in view of 
the IPv4 security makes a revision and the creation, 
But facing progresses day after day explains the 
technology to say, Or has the flaw. One will discuss 
about the Elliptic Curve Cryptology Applies to the 
Next Generation Protocol. At the same time, one 
will also introduce tests the platform and the 
correlation develops the algorithm. 
    Internet open chance of E-Commerce for 
enterprise, but as well to let the enterprise fall into 
the crisis that difficult protection of information 
safety and difficult guarantee of data of client. We 
have the threat of virus, hacker, electronic 
eavesdropping, electronic deceiver and the etc. The 
safety is really very important. The quick growth of 
the link of computer system and network makes the 
organization and personal user to more and more 
pay attention to the information that circulate in 
these systems. We must protect the data and 
resources from leak. Then we can insure the 
reliability of data and information. And we can 
protect system from threat while suffering hit from 
network. 

Let we look from two points of view of 
enterprise and user. For enterprise, the negligence 
of the safe loophole of information may cause the 
internal database or resources of network to be 
invaded by hacker, and the data to be damaged, 

tampered, leaked or abused. For user, the personal 
information will also be used, stolen or tampered 
by not known third party, such as e-mail, account 
number, password and credit card number. But we 
see from the opportunity of integral network 
commerce. If the network information could not 
have the valid protection quickly, in the last few 
years the fever of popular B2B, B2C and C2C will 
quickly cool down along with the increase of 
distrustful feel for people to network transaction 
day by day. 
 
 

2  IPV6 
The network IP Address has an insufficient 

phenomenon to use so far, especially with the area 
of Asia, such as mainland China, Japan, Taiwan, 
Korea S., because one large IP address, in order to 
be taken up first by American-European countries. 
To solve the problem that IP is insufficient, have a 
lot of network software that address change come 
out development Network Address Translation 
successively and apply to each organization. But 
use the still unable solve of the network with 
insufficient address completely of the technology 
that the address changes, what entity IP and virtual 
IP practical application are had is widely different , 
unable to totally make use of technology that the 
address changes to overcome . So in order to 
produce the IP position that can not be used up, 
supporting internet network communication 
protocol IPv6 of new generation produces, have 
been proposed the network communication protocol 
of new generation by IETF (Internet Engineering 
Task Force ). There are 128 bits to address the 
location internet network node IPv6, it is up to 2128 
bits to fix the location space, real IP seat is the 
128th power of 2, the figure seems not to feel, the 
real quantity may let every thing of every one 
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people have internet network communication 
protocol address ( Internet Protocol, IP) . So from 
individual several assistant (PDA) in future, 
cell-phone , wrist-watch , electrical home 
appliances products can have a unique IP address, 
can make the latest information or transmit 
information and get to carry the host computer near 
from carry and control managing far through the 
wired or wireless network .  

Taipei creates the wireless network new capital, 
the light pole in the street, traffic number will have 
disposed nearly 2300 and connected and fetched the 
box (AP) wirelessly, it is estimated that can reach 
the accumulation people's coverage rate of 90 
recently, representatives walk in the street of Taipei, 
you can receive and transmit the message whenever 
and wherever possible through the network. One 
that Skyhook wireless lies in Boston creates the 
company and announces to the outside on June 20, 
2005 newly, have no circuit to utilize by 802.11 
radio signals that device AP-Router sent out, find 
out the PC, individual is a several assistants (PDA), 
the wireless radio frequency distinguishes (RFID) 
labels, the any wireless wide-band accurate position 
of the device of network (Wi-Fi), known as 
accuracy and surpass traditional GPS (GPS).  

If everyone can have IP , the pedometer 
building IP in one persons who imagine you 
bringing on one's body both, amount of exercise that 
the ones that can just not merely calculate every day 
for you in its function walk, may pass network 
materials that walk store database, count and 
analyze and can also make a reservation .  

Weight machine, the body fat machine has IP, 
you only need to stand in 50 seconds of above, can 
store the relevant data in the database, do not need 
through inputting artificially, can tell you the weight 
state now at any time through the network and then, 
if you are reducing heavily and can be being offered 

your correct diet and sport by database, make you 
heavy in more efficient reducing.  

Our main direction made is:  
1. A network structure that uses IPv6 to be mainly 
platform of construction[3]. The network platforms 
of one IPv6 of construction and IPv4 protocol very 
applicable to all, the mechanism disposed (Stateful 
Auto-configuration) automatically through IPv6 the 
whole state, the user disposes the agreement through 
similar IPv4 dynamic host computer (Dynamic Host 
Configuration Protocol, the function that DHCP) 
can be having wireless or limited cyberspace to 
establish but lines immediately while obtains IP 
address and does not need to be manual.  

IPv4 in the insufficient shortcoming and the 
network security loophole had has made the 
improvement consideration. IPv4 has unicast, 
broadcast, and multicast. In IPv6, it has unitcast, 
multicast, and anycast. The entire units place site of 
IPv6 cuts is eight 16 bits, Separates by the 
hexadecimal system law and by the colon area. For 
example, one Local-link IPv6 address is 
FE80:0000:0000:0000:0000:0000:0000:0001. In 
IPv6,In order to read-write is convenient, we can 
write in simple form is FE80::1, But in the position 
site like has two section or two sections of above 
continuously 0 can abbreviate a section, Moreover a 
section cannot abbreviate, In order to avoid 
computer error in judgment. Since IPv4 are not 
regular in length(20-40bytes) by the package head. 
IPv6 reduces fields from 14 to 8 and has regular 
length(40 bytes). Thus, router deal with IPv6 
package speed very fast to omit judge shelf 
movement , head of length at least, improve route 
efficiency.  
 

 

3  RSA ALGORITHM 
Diffie and Hellman of Stanford University 
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publicly submitted the possibility of “Public Key 
Cryptosystem” in 1976[4]. They hope to provide a 
new direction for researchers. 

Its concept is as follows: If mathematical 
one-way trapdoor function exists, then any 
one-way trapdoor function F can all be used to 
design the public key cryptosystem. 
 

 
Figure 1 Asymmetric public key cryptosystem 

 
The public key cryptosystem is as figure 1. 

The different key K1 and K2 are used for 
encryption and decryption, so call it asymmetry 
cryptosystem. The user of asymmetry cryptosystem 
own two keys that are deduced by particular secret 
parameters. If we did not know this secret 
parameter, we can't deduce the key by another key. 
One of this two key can be establish as public key, 
then another key as private key can't be public. In 
the public key cryptosystem, K1 is the public key 
of the receiver in the figure 1 and K2 is the private 
key of the receiver. If the digital signature is 
needed to do, then the K1 is private key of the 
subscriber and the K2 is public key of subscriber. 

RSA is the public key cryptosystem based on 
the difficult factorization problem that was 
submitted by three professors of MIT in 1978[5]. 
They are Rivest, Shamir and Adleman. 

The encryption procedures of RSA are as 
below. 
1. First, a user picks two large prime number p  

and q . To calculate the product qpN ⋅= . 

2. Select a random integer e  and 
1))1 , then ),( Ne  is the key of 

encryption (public key). 

)(1(,gcd( =−− qpe

3. Find an integer d , such that 

)1)(1mod(1 −−= q . Then d  is the key of 
decryption (private key). 

ped

mmm ,...,, 21

When we encrypt, we slice original message 

into a lot of piece . Each piece of 
number is smaller than . Input the public key 
and each piece of original message, we can get the 

cipher .  such as figure 2. 

nmmm ,...,, 21

N

1,mod niNmC e
ii ≤≤=

 

Figure 2 Encryption method of RSA 
 

When we decrypt, we input all ciphers, private 
key  and public value  to the algorithm of 

decryption. Show as figure 3, we can get: 
d N

.1,mod niNcm d
ii ≤≤=  

 

Then merge n  to get original 
message. 

Figure 3 Decryption method of RSA 
 

Above method for generate key and 
encrypt/decrypt is based on some mathematics. On 
the whole, mankind should be impossible to 

factorize  as  and  in short time. If 
someone can get 

N p q

p  and  from  without a 

hitch, under  is public and 

q N

e )1)(1mod(1 −−= qped , 
they will get . The system will be damaged. So 
the safety of RSA cryptosystem is based on the 
difficult problem of factorization. To resolve a 
small integer really is easy. But resolve an integer 
that is multiplied each other by two very big prime 

d
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number is not so easy. We can understand this 
problem by the well-known RSA-129. 

The RSA-129 is a game announced by 
magazine of the United States science in 1997 
August. At that time, professor Rivest estimated at 

least need  years by the quickest algorithm. 
To 1994, the RSA-129 is just formal to solve. But 
the cost totally is 600 specialists with 1600 
workstations and 8 months. We can know that the 
factorization is really a generally acknowledged as 
very difficult problem of mathematics from this 
example and must also spend upper cost and time 
to solve at the same time. 

16104×

-2 -1 0 1 2
-2

-1

0

1

2

The calculator of current computer is becoming 
more and more powerful, so the length of key 
generally is requested at least 512 to1024 bits. In 
regard to algorithm of RSA, if the length of key 
adds one time, the time of operation will increase 
by about 4~8 times. The user must consider 
between the safety and velocity. 

 
 

4  ELLIPTIC CURVE CRYPTOLOGY 
The extensive researches about elliptic curve 

on algebra and geometry have already outrun 150 
years, and have already plentiful and abstruse 
theories. But the first application of elliptic curve 
system on the cryptography is submitted by Neil 
Koblitz in the university of Washington and Victor 
Miller in the Yorktown Heights of IBM in 1985[6]. 
The elliptic curve certainly is not the ellipse shape, 
one can so such naming is because this 
mathematics type is describes by the cubic 
equation, and the situation likes the computation 
ellipse very much. General speaking, the elliptic 
curve cubic equation is y2+axy+by=x3+cx2+dx+e. 
In formula a, b, c, d and e are satisfies some simple 
conditions the real number. Moreover, all has 
element O in any elliptic curve definition. This call 

「Infinite point or zero point」. Such equality is 

called sets up the way perhaps three -like, the 
reason is its highest number of times is three. In 
Figure 4, we may see, this equation sometimes can 
have the strange shape. 

Figure 4. Elliptic curve cubic equation y2=x3-x 
 

We may define its addition in the elliptic curve 
to be as follows: 

1). O is an element of addition. So O = -O 
Speaking of any selects P in the elliptic 
curve, P=P+O. 

2). The perpendicular line can with the curve 
intersection to two. These two has the same 
x grid reference, the supposition is P1= 
(X,Y) and P2= (X,-Y). This and the curve 
also can in the infinite place intersection. 
Therefore, P1+P2+O=O, Also P1=-P2. 
Therefore 1. The point of negative sign can 
have the same x grid reference, but the y 
grid reference turns negative. 

3). Must different X grid reference two Q, R 
add together. So long as connects this two 
to extend again third focal point P1then. We 
are very easy to be allowed to see only can 
only hand over to 3rd point. Must ride Q by 
2 speeches. First draws Q tangent line. 
Again discovers the intersection S. 
Thereupon Q+Q=2Q=S. 
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The above sum rule has satisfied the general 
addition characteristic, like exchangeability and 
associability. In the elliptic curve selects P to ride 
integer K the definition, Adds on P and K time of 
dissimilarity. Therefore,2P=P+P,3P=P+P+P, and so 
on. 
 
 

5  SECURE ELECTRONIC 
TRANSACTION 

Secure Electronic Transactions (SET) is 
electronic transaction system that was common 
established from Visa and MasterCard. SET is the 
standard to encode for the credit card numbers that 
exist in the server of producer. It as well presently 
is supported widely by the worldwide financial 
circles. Current the local financial circles also in all 
likelihood obey this standard. 

SET can proceed with the transaction of credit 
card with on-line or off-line pattern. If the figure is 
very small or instant on-line is inconvenient, the 
store can choose not to liquidate with bank first. If 
the figure is not huge, the person that requests the 
payment can also choose not to limit the figure of 
credit card. After this kind of safe mechanism for 
proceeding the transaction in the internet was 
common established by VISA and MasterCard on 
February in 1996. IBM, Microsoft, HP and 
Compaq then declare to support this specification 
of standard. 

SET adopted the most sophisticated 
encryption technique of public key/ private key. 
This kind of efficient algorithm can make client 
and server list the detailed list of "certification" 
synchronously with the method of comparison by 
the “hash number". In addition we can also join 
digital signature in per trade to insure its safety. 
SET make use of a flood of the technology of 

certification. In each country of the world all have 
many different mechanisms of certification. 
According to the credit card or the ATM card of 
everybody, mechanisms of release, and other 
objective factor to collate reliability. This system 
can provide the privacy of a certain level. Under 
the occasion of the majority, it not likely provides 
store with the name of the consumer on the 
initiative. However, some liquidator of credit card 
still can provide data of name to company to be 
used as the after-sales service. 

The frame of SET is constituted by a few 
members. They are respectively electronic wallet, 
merchant server, payment gateway, and 
certification authority. Made use of these four 
members to make both vendor and purchaser can 
confirm each other, and guarantee the privacy and 
integrity of data in the process of transmission. 
Proceeding of secure electronic transaction usually 
contains three stages. They are respectively stage 
of preparation before shopping, stage of buy and 
stage of transaction authorization. 

In the stage of preparation before shopping, 
the cardholder must acquire the unique digital 
certificate from the certification authority through 
his correspondent bank. As well, the companies 
that join the SET service need to apply the similar 
digital certificate. In addition, the consumer also 
must install the e-wallet on the computer that use to 
get to the internet oneself. 

In the stage of buy, the consumers go to 
on-line shopping centers that match the standard of 
SET to browse. After making selection the favorite 
article, then choose a beforehand credit card in the 
e-wallet that set up in computer originally to 
proceed with this transaction. After both vendor 
and purchaser confirm this transaction, the 
computer of consumer would automatically make 
use of the public key to encode the transaction data 
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and send out. Only the store server that accepted 
this transaction can decode successfully by the 
private key of this store after receiving the order of 
this transaction. Then it begins to handle this 
transaction. 

In the stage of transaction authorization, the 
store server would automatically encode the 
payment data of consumer by using the same 
technique of public key encryption after receiving 
this order. Next the store server sends the 
encryption data to the bank of issue to consumer 
from network to request the authorization. 

Bank of issue send the result of authorization 
to the store after confirming the identity of 
consumer and appointed store. Appointed store 
according to the law to get the power of 
withdrawing money after obtaining the 
authorization. Then the store can receive the 
payment from the account of credit card of the 
consumer. The store must carry the articles to the 
consumer rapidly at the same time. At this time 
whole action of transaction just is regard as real to 
establish. 

Secure electronic transaction is an open 
standard to be used to protect the transaction of 
credit card on any network. The SET agreement 
merge blended the employment of cipher from the 
public key of the data security of RSA to protect 
the privacy of individual and financial information 
on any open network. 

This agreement started at the transaction of 
credit card. It further extended through the internet 
from store to the personal computer of consumer. 
In the new system of transaction, replace the 
communication of tradition face to face with the 
internet. Therefore the role identifying of 
cardholder, store and the consumer through 
network transaction, and how to insure the 
accuracy and integrity of transaction information 

and keep privacy, are the normative points of SET 
agreement. 
 
 

6  PLATFORM  
    For this experiment, let’s discusses Operating 
systems and equipments: In hardware, there are one 
notebook, two routers, two switch hubs, and three 
personal computers as server. The notebook 
monitors the package traffic and transmission time. 
The constructions are shown in Figure 5 and 
hardware is shown as follows: 

 
Router A： 

CPU：P3-866 
RAM：256M 
HDD：40G  
NIC_L：RealTek REL8139   
NIC_I：RealTek REL8139   
OS： FreeBSD 4.9 Release with KAME 

project 
IPv4/IPv6 runs at the same time. 

 
Router B： 

CPU：P3-866 
RAM：256M 
HDD：40G  
NIC_L：RealTek REL8139   
NIC_I：RealTek REL8139   
OS： FreeBSD 4.9 Release with KAME 

project 
IPv4/IPv6 runs at the same time. 

 
Hub： 

Acton 24 ports switch hub*2 
 
WWW： 

CPU：P4-2.4G 
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RAM：512M The elliptic curve correlation develops 
algorithm is shown in Figure 6 and are described as 
follows: 

HDD：80G  
NIC：RealTek REL8139   
OS： Windows 2003 Server with IIS 6.0 1). Select great integer q. As well as y2 mod p 

= (x3+ax+b) in mod p or y2+xy=x3+ax2+b 
elliptic curve parameter. So namely has 
defined ellipse group Eq (a,b) 

IPv4/IPv6 runs at the same time. IPv6 is 
main protocol. 

 
FTP： 2). From Eq (a,b) selects G= (x1,x2). This 

progression is the very great value. In here 
so-called elliptic curve G progression n, Is 
smallest positive integer n, Causes nG=O 

CPU：P3-866 
RAM：256M 
HDD：40G  
NIC：RealTek REL8139   3). User A may choose to be smaller than n 

integer nA. This is the A private key. A 
produces public key PA=nA*G after wards. 
This public key is Eq (a,B) on one point. 

OS： FreeBSD 4.9 Release with KAME 

project 
IPv4/IPv6 runs at the same time. 

4). User B also similarly chooses private dense 
key nB, and also calculates spatially 
operates the key 

 
Laptop： 

CPU：P3-1.06G 
RAM：768M 5). At this time, A produces key K= nA *PB,B 

produces K=nB*P HDD：30G  
NIC：INTEL PRO/100 VE Network  6). From step 5 can produce similar result nA * 

PB = nA * ( nB * G ) = nB * ( nA * G ) = 
nB*PA 

OS： Windows XP SP1 with IIS 5.0 
Monitor software：Sniffer Pro 

 IPv4/IPv6 runs at the same time. 
The RAS algorithm explanation to be as 

follows: 
 

In the part of software, the experiment uses 
Microsoft Windows 2003 and FreeBSD 4.9 
Release to setup router server, WWW Server, and 
FTP server. KAME is a project to support 
IPv6[7-12]. The detail about the KAME, you can 
visit the web site http://www.kame.net.  

1). Selects p and q,P, q are a prime number, and 
p ≠ q 

2). Calculates n=p*q andψ(n) = (p-1) (q-1) 

3). Select an integer E 
4). Produces the public key and the private 

dense key  
 5). Then encrypts the partial definite orders is 

M<N, Scrambled text C=Me (mod n) 

PC 

IPv6 router IPv6 router  

WWW、FTP 

Laptop 

Figure 5. experiment structure 

 
 
 
 
 

6). And deciphers the partial definite orders is 
C. The scrambled text is M=Cd (mod n) 

Finally one will use the C language to compose 
this experimental formula code. 
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Public elements 
Eq(a,b) 

 
 
 
 

G 

Has parameter a, b and the q 
elliptic curve. Q is a prime 
number, Perhaps the form is 
the 2m integer. 
Above elliptic curve spot, Its 
progression is very great 
value n 

 

User A produces the key 

Selects private dense nA 
Calculates public PA 

nA<n 
PA= nA *G 

 

User B produces the key 
Selects private dense nB 
Calculates public PB 

nB<n 
PB= nB *G 

 

User A produces the secret key 
K= nA *PB  

 

User B produces the secret key 
K= nB * PA  

Figure 6.  The elliptic curve develops the 
algorithm step 

 
 

7  CONCLUSIONS 
The network fast growth makes one be 

astonished. It also brings in the embezzlement and 
the right of privacy related question. For example, 
the consumer translates the credit card number and  
the correlation information in the network. In its 
transition, this action may capture by hackers or 
other users. It’s a dangerous about us. At the 
present, many correlations develop the algorithm to 

emerge in abundance, safely has the further 
safeguard regarding the information but it’s not 
enough. Because of the packages wants to send, 
those may be too big. From table1, ECC’s time is 
short than RSA. It means if RSA is too long, it 
makes the network traffic bad and very heavy. At 
present in the article proposed the concept develops 
the algorithm. Related formula is also in 
composing. Anticipated the theory and the data can 
mutually respond. The expectation can the practical 
application reach an agreement to the new 
generation network. Regarding the network 
equipment load can less, so the network could be 
smoother. 

 

Table 1: Explains the computation quantity 
which the elliptic curve and RSA compare 
 

The length of key MIPS-Year 

150 3.8 * 1010 
205 7.1 * 1018 
234 1.6 * 1028 

(a) Using Pollard rho to solve the elliptic curve 
logarithm problem 

 

The length of key MIPS-Year 

512 3 * 104 
768 2 * 108 

1024 3 * 1011 
1280 1 * 1014 
1536 3 * 1016 
2048 3 * 1020 

(b) Use the general number field screening to 
solve the prime number decomposition question 
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